Purchase Contract And Warranty
This contract represents a legally binding agreement between:
Melanie Salamon, Canadian English Goldendoodles, of Didsbury, AB, T0M 0W0, 403.335.3636, herein referred to as “The
Seller”, and
____________________________________________, of _______________________________
__________________, herein referred to as “The Purchaser”.
This contract is for the purchase of a puppy described as follows, and herein referred to as “The Puppy”:
Name: ________________________
Birthdate: ___________________________
Weight (approx.): ________________________
Breed: _________________________
Lineage: _________________________
Description: _____________________________
Microchip ID: ______________________________
The contract purchase price for The Puppy is: __________________. Any other funds exchanged for shipping costs, crate
rental, or other, are not included in the cost of The Puppy, and therefore, not included in the coverage of this contract of sale.
The Puppy is being sold as a pet. As The Puppy is a companion animal, no warranty is given for any special ability or traits of
The Puppy.
The Seller agrees to provide a Seven (7) Day unconditional warranty on The Puppy. It is The Purchaser’s responsibility to have
the puppy vet checked (if desired), and to inform The Seller within Seven (7) Days should The Purchaser choose to exercise this
warranty option.
Should this warranty be exercised, The Purchaser agrees to provide The Seller with any information received from the
veterinarian (if any). The Purchaser agrees to return The Puppy to The Seller within Seven (7) Days, unless an
alternate time is agreed upon in advance by both parties.
The Seller agrees to refund any monies paid to date up to, and including, the contract price paid for the puppy. The
Seller is not responsible to refund any amount in addition to the amount stated in this contract. The Seller is not
responsible to refund any amount of payment until The Puppy has been received back into The Seller’s possession.
Contagious Diseases, such as Parvovirus, not diagnosed and reported within Seven (7) Days to The Seller are not
covered under this warranty.
The Purchaser agrees to have the Microchip ID as referenced on this contract confirmed by The Purchaser’s Veterinarian within
Thirty (30) Days.
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The Seller agrees to disclose any and all information to The Purchaser pertaining to The Puppy’s personality and health, to the
best of The Seller’s ability.
The Seller agrees to provide ongoing support to The Purchaser at The Purchaser’s request for any and all issues relating to The
Puppy, to the best of The Seller’s ability. At the time of this contract, the best forms of contacting The Seller are:
Email: melanie@canadianenglishdoodles.com
Phone: 403.335.3636
For Emergencies Only: 403.335.5915
The Purchaser acknowledges that it is The Seller’s recommendation for The Puppy to be fed either: a Raw diet (also referred to
as a BARF Diet), or a High Quality, all-natural, kibble with no Grain Products, such as Orijen. It is also the Seller’s
recommendation that as long as The Puppy is fed a Raw, or all-natural kibble diet, Vitamin and Mineral Supplements are NOT
recommended to be given to The Puppy.
The Purchaser acknowledges that it is The Seller’s recommendation for The Puppy to be Crate Trained beginning from
purchase.
The Purchaser acknowledges that it is The Seller’s recommendation for The Puppy to be registered in Obedience Classes
beginning at around Four (4) months of age.
The Seller agrees that they have provided The Puppy free of hereditary or genetic deficiencies to the best of their ability. The
Seller agrees to warranty The Puppy against hereditary/genetic diseases for a period of Three (3) Years.
Should The Purchaser receive a diagnosis including, but not limited to: vWD, Hip or Elbow Dysplasia, Heart, Thyroid,
or Eye Deficiencies covered by CERF, it is The Purchaser’s responsibility to contact The Seller within Three (3) Years
from the signing date of this contract. The disease must have developed to the point that The Puppy is no longer
suitable for a pet, or is altering to The Puppy’s normal way of life.
The Purchaser agrees to provide The Seller and The Seller’s Veterinarian, with proof that the diagnosed disease is
caused by hereditary factors, beyond a reasonable doubt. The Seller does not warranty against the above diseases
should they be caused by injury or environmental factors.
The Seller reserves the right to have The Puppy examined by The Seller’s Veterinarian at The Seller’s costs before
any compensation is paid. The Seller may choose to waive this right at The Seller’s own discretion.
Digestive and Skin Disorders are not covered under this warranty, as it cannot be known whether either disorder is
caused by environmental or genetic reasons.
Coat color or quality, Eye color, or Minor imperfections not affecting The Puppy’s way of life, or ability to be raised as a
pet, are not reimbursable under this warranty.
It is The Purchaser’s responsibility to ensure The Puppy’s Microchip ID# as stated in this contract is verified and
included in any and all documentation regarding any warranty claim being made on The Puppy.
Once proof of any hereditary disease is provided to The Seller, and agreed upon, The Purchaser, at their option, may
choose to either:
1.

Return The Puppy at The Purchaser’s cost, and receive a replacement puppy from the next available
litter.
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2.

Receive compensation for any and all medical bills paid for treatment of The Puppy directly relating to
the proven hereditary disease up to, and including, the Contract Purchase Price paid for The Puppy.
No agreement outside of this contract, whether written or implied, is valid. The Purchaser waives any
rights to compensation outside of this contract.
No compensation is required to be paid by The Seller when the matching Microchip ID for The Puppy is
not verified and documented on the invoice.
The Seller agrees to provide reimbursement of medical expenses to The Purchaser in a timely Manner.

The Purchaser acknowledges that it is The Seller’s STRONG recommendation that The Puppy should not be Spayed or
Neutered until after The Puppy’s First Birthday. The Purchaser acknowledges they have been duly informed that
spaying/neutering triggers puberty in The Puppy, causing growth plates to fuse prematurely, and that it is known that early
spaying/neutering is one of the leading causes of early-onset Hip Dysplasia. Spaying/Neutering before The Puppy’s First
Birthday does not void the three year warranty as stated above.
The Puppy is being sold on a strict Non-Breeding Contract. The Purchaser agrees to Spay/Neuter The Puppy within Two (2)
Years of The Puppy’s Birthdate, and to provide proof of the spay/neuter to The Seller. Should The Purchaser choose to breed
The Puppy, an additional $3,000.00 CAD will be due and payable to The Seller upon arrival of the first litter sired or whelped to
The Puppy.
The Purchaser agrees to care for The Puppy to the best of their ability. Should The Purchaser no longer be able to care for The
Puppy at any stage of The Puppy’s life, The Purchaser agrees to comply with No Doodle Left Behind, and notify The Seller
immediately to offer first rights of acquisition to The Seller.
The Purchaser agrees that they are the principle owner and caregiver for The Puppy. The Purchaser agrees that under no
circumstances is The Puppy being purchased to be given as a Gift or Present to anyone else, including friends or family of The
Purchaser.
The Purchaser agrees to care for The Puppy in all climates to avoid Frostbite, Heat Stroke, Dehydration, and Exhaustion. The
Purchaser agrees to provide a safe environment for The Puppy. Injury, loss, or death can come to The Puppy due to negligence,
or The Puppy being ‘at large’. No warranties are made by The Seller due to environmental conditions, abuse, or neglect of The
Puppy.
We would sincerely like to keep in touch with you over the life of your puppy! Whether it is with questions, or photos and updates
of how your Canadian English Doodle is developing, we look forward to hearing from you over the years!!

Seller:

_______________________________ Date: ______________________________
______________________________

Buyer:

______________________________ Date: _______________________________
______________________________

Buyer:

______________________________ Date: _______________________________
______________________________
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No Doodle Left Behind
Every one of our adopted puppies goes home with this agreement in place to ensure that all of our
Goldendoodles remain in loving, forever homes:
It is the agreement of the adoptive parents of a Canadian English Goldendoodle, should they no longer
be able to provide a forever home for their puppy, that they will adhere to the rehoming agreement
here.
If, for whatever circumstances, the dog must find a new home, and HAS NOT been spayed or neutered,
Canadian English Goldendoodles receives first rights of acquisition. That means, CEG will be contacted
first and price for the puppy will be negotiated on a case by case basis. In some cases, monetary
compensation may or may not be offered. This is to ensure that Puppy Mill breeders looking for cheap,
breedable dogs are unable to acquire a CEG by any means.
If the puppy can no longer be kept in the current home because of behavior or health issues in the dog,
(whether caused by physical or environmental reasons – including abuse by its current owners) CEG
receives first rights of acquisition. That means, CEG will be contacted first and price for the puppy will be
negotiated on a case by case basis. In some cases, monetary compensation may or may not be offered.
This is to ensure the dog can be rehabilitated before moving to its new forever home.
If, for whatever circumstances, the dog must find a new home, and HAS been spayed or neutered, and is
considered in good or excellent health and temperament, the adoptive parents of the CEG puppy agree
to work diligently to find a new, suitable home for their English Goldendoodle. If they are unable to find
a suitable home using direct contact methods (ex: no pet stores), CEG will be contacted and monetary
compensation may or may not be offered. CEG agrees to help the adoptive family in rehoming their dog
whenever needed.
The adoptive parents of a Canadian English Goldendoodle agree to NEVER offer or sell their dog at any
stage in life, or for any reason, to any humane society, rescue shelter, pet store, or other rehoming
institution.

Seller: _____________________________

Date:

________________________

Date:

________________________

Date:

_________________________

_____________________________
Buyer: _____________________________
_____________________________
Buyer: _____________________________
_____________________________
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